
We’ve made Charter Oak® premium vinyl siding even more appealing. By making it longer . . . almost 40 percent longer . . . 16’ 8” to be exact. The new, longer length means fewer laps . . . offering a cleaner, more attractive look to the finished appearance of your projects.

Use it by itself, or for greatest cost-effectiveness, mix it with regular 12’ 1” panels. It’s the same advanced design that made Charter Oak a market leader, a preferred choice for new construction and remodeling projects. Plus, Charter Oak XL’s added length enables faster, easier installations.

Charter Oak XL comes in an attractive oak grain or matte texture and a choice of 4-1/2” clapboard or dutch lap profiles, as well as 29 popular colors.

NEW RICHER, DARKER COLORS!
CHOOSING COLOR FOR YOUR HOME HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
From Deep Espresso to Laguna Blue, the new line-up of architectural colors don’t shy away from bold and beautiful. Mix and match complementary shades for a look that is fresh and serene or combine more than one shade to bring richness and sophistication to your home.

STANDARD COLOR COLLECTION

Glacier White  Antique Parchment  Natural Linen  Platinum Gray
Cape Cod Gray  Mystic Blue  Coastal Sage  Juniper Ridge
Adobe Cream  Maple  Monterey Sand  Vintage Wicker
Tuscan Clay

ARCHITECTURAL COLOR COLLECTION

Fired Brick*  Canyon Drift*  Flagship Brown*  Deep Espresso*
Rustic Timber*  Mountain Fern*  Deep Moss*  Harbor Blue*
Midnight Blue*  Laguna Blue*  Riviera Dust*  Storm
Sterling Gray*  Ageless Slate*  Charcoal Smoke*  Cast Iron*

*Available in oak grain only.
Note: Colors are as accurate as printing techniques allow. Make final color selections using actual vinyl samples. Color availability may vary by market. See your Alside Sales Representative for details.

HAPPY WITH YOUR HOME’S EXTERIOR?
Charter Oak XL comes in an attractive oak grain and matte texture and a choice of 4-1/2” clapboard or dutch lap profiles, as well as 29 popular colors. And because the darker, rich colors are formulated using ChromaTrue®, you get superior fade resistance.

Innovative technology and premium raw materials make Charter Oak XL premium vinyl siding outstandingly beautiful and exceptionally functional.

• Exclusive TriBeam® advanced locking system
• Up to 5 times the impact resistance of conventional siding
• Won’t dent, bow or sag
• Mold, mildew resistant
• Discourages termites from nesting behind the siding
• Lifetime warranty including fade protection

DESIGN INSPIRATION FOR EVERY HOME
Our Siding Design Showcase lets you create multiple exterior designs for your customers with just the click of a mouse. This easy-to-use program takes the guesswork out of choosing the ideal color scheme because it shows the finished look before the work begins. Simply select a house style and choose siding profiles, accents, soffit and trim, along with color options for doors, roofing, shutters and more. Visit www.alside.com/color-design to take it for a test spin!

— CHARTER OAK XL PREMIUM VINYL SIDING —

ChromaTrue helps make Charter Oak better with ASA weatherable polymers which provide superior fade resistance and better performance on darker colors.